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MONETARY REFORM PROSPECTS 
-. Address by P. 6. LOFTUS, M.P. 

This is the final session of a successful conference where 'many 
subjects have been discussed, yet throughout the various sessions in 
the background there has been present, and dominating the confer-. 
ence, the question-of monetary reform, because all. of us realise that 
without an .improved and reformed monetary system we shall not, 
be able to achieve our ideals in Education, Town Planning, Health, 
Agriculture, and Social Security. ' . 

I have had experience, in the actual work of local government, of 
how plans can be, ,maimed, diminished, and postponed through our 
defective money system. For over twenty gears I have been a member ' 
of the Education Authority for East Suffolk and there we pushed 
ahead and established probably the finest area schools in rural 
England: We were and are evolving a new type of education, roughly 
half the time was allotted to, handicrafts 'and half to ordinary school 
work. I had and have great hopes. that, given continued freedom .CO 

experiment and from the restrictions imposed by examinations, we 
would evolve a finer type of education than'that now given by our 
secondary schools, a type of education more in harmony with tne 
Greek ideal, the  education of the whole individual; the education and 
co-ordination,of brain and hand.and eye. 

But we were constantly restricted-in our programme and our In- 
tentions .and plans diminished hy financial' considerations. To EIVP 
an instance we desired and planned that every area school should 
have a large ro.om thoroughly fitted up to teach the boys the use 
maintenance, and repair of the internal combustion engine and also a 
large room specially fitted to  teach the girls dairying and cheese- 
making. During the 'period of depression these proposals were .re- 
jected by the Council in order to economise, and.to this day our area 
schools lack these facilities. 

Yet at that time of falling prices how easy, how desirable. it would 

. .  

. .  

have been for the State to have encouraged expenditnw nn tha htii1.i- 

Ing of these schools, to have provided finance thro ugh creating State 
ominal or no cost; .thus .not only stimulatmg educational I s:%:t %ut distributing purchasing power and orovidine 

. .  

~~ ' employment. 
In the same manner Town Planning in the past has been a failure 

owing to financial .restrictions. I was chairman of my County 
Regional Planning Committee during the period-of its existence and 
I felt really powerless to achieve anything-of real value, as we were 
hindered the whole time by financial considerations. Look a t  the 
many mean houses of our abominable ribbon development during the 
period between the two wars; 'mean houses badly'planned and badly 
built, the potential slums,of the future; yet let a t  exorbitant rents. 

I When I think of what might 'have been uqder a proper monetary 
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We have done much the same, and as a deliberate calculated 
policy conceived 'by- the 'powerful financial interests'of the City of 
London we have depopulated our countryside and encouraged by 

.every means the concentration of $he greater.part of our people in . 
.huge and sordid city agglomerations., Even to-day, despite the lessons 
of two -wars, despite t,he cry for soil conservation increasing in 
intensity in every continent, we can re'ad constantlyin certain journals 
the old arguments Bnd pleas that once again British agriculture after. 
the;war must be subordinated to the financial interests of the money- I 

. 

. . 



human tradition. And it was the financial power of the creditor coun- 
tries which in the great deflation desriaoyed the purchasing power OP 
the primary pr(6ducers throughout the world, to the great hurt of the 
manufacturing interests and finally to the hurt also of the loan- 
mongers themselves, who lost much in the open or veiled repudiation 
by debtors throughout the world. 

Regarbding social security, d,o we ever ask ourselves why all these 
schemes involving a certain amount of regimentation, a certain 
restriction of freedom of choice and compulsion in many forms (in- 
cluding colmpulsory oiwnership and control of savings by *the State), 
d o  we ask ourselves why these schemes are really necessary? They 
are indeed necessary under our present defective system, but in an 
ideal society of free men every individual willing to make his full 
contribution to  the community would be in such an economic posi- 
tion t h a t  he would be able to  provide his own social services, to choose 
and pay for chis own  house, his own doctor, andathe sclhomol he thought 
most suitable for his children. But in our present society there is a 
constant lack of purchasing power. The more efficient becomes our 
machinery of production the greater becomes unemployment. 

Faced with this problem we drift into an atmosphere where we all 
regard employment I rather than consumption as being the chief 
objective of an econolmic system. But even then we act in contradic- 
tion to our wishes. With vast numbers o f  men unemployed in time of 
peace u7e encourage women to  work in factories and then we are 
astonished at a rapid-fall in the birth rate. 

Faced with this economic chaos, the inevitable result of an ouf- 
worn anid inefficient money system, we keep on devising new pallia- 

I tives, more social services, more inspectors, more doles from the State 
and so on, and all this 'means and must -lead to the State becoming 
more totalitarian and to the centralisation of power. 

Even now we are proposing to  destroy local government in small 
areas (tihe smaller boroughs, Part 111. Education Authorities, and 
50 on) and to concentrate all power in centres often reniote from the 
areas they control. How can busy people, such as professional men, 
shopkeepers, and working men, participate in local governlment if it 
is carried Ion forty or fifty miles from where they live? At present 
thev can attend the Town Hall in the evenings; in the future they 
will be unable t o  garticipate, and genuine democracy, which in this 
country has always been decentralised, will reeeive a mortal blow and 
power will pass 'to an omnipotent bureaucra.cy. 

There .is only one method by which we can maintain genuine 
democracy, combining reasonable security with reasonable inldividual 
freedom, maintain initiative and enterprise, discourage moaopolies 
and vast accretions !of capital, and secure a vivid, varied national life, 
and that method is by a drastic reform of the money system. 

Of course, monetary reform by itserf will not create a new heaven 
upon earth, but it is the only foundation on which to build that 
better England of the future which we all desire. If we neglect . 
laying that foundation then all our post-war schemes, including the 
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Beveridge Report, will sink into the quicksands of finance and never 11 @@ 
come t o  fruition. 

I believe that the prospects of monetary reform are improving 
daily. During the past couple of years immense progress has been 
achieved. More and more people are becoming intensely interested 
in the subject. For instance, many requests come from the troops 
for lectures. But more important still is the fact that Chambers of 
Commerce, great influential trading associations such as the Master 
Cotton Spinners and the Textile Trade- Association, have appointed 
special committees to investigate monetary policy, and as their reports 
are published we read therein the arguments we have been using 
for years: the demand for the equation of purchasing power with 
productive power, the plea fo r  deliberately unbalancing the Budget 
in times of threatened depression, and the suggestion that the State, 
through a National Central Bank, should control not only the expan- 
sion and contraction ot credit, but the actual creation of credit. 

After long and weary years of seemingly ineffective propaganda, 
subjected to sneers and misrepresentation, we monetary reformers 
should now lift up our heads, rejoicing to see at last the tide Bowing 
strongly in our favour. We should be proud to think that our patient, 
ceaseless work and propaganda, our long years of endeavour, have 
,almost overnight, as it were,-produced this result, and we should now 
move forward a united force to  achieve our first objectives. 

I would, however, utter this warning. We must be practicable. 
In politics no party ever achieves its full ideal immediately. Even a 
E r t y  with a great majority behind it has t o  make concessions to the 
opposition during the passage of its legislation. Some enthusiasts 
may lobject to any kind of aompromise, denouncing it as a betrayal, 
something mean and timid. 

My reply is thdt Parliamentary Democracy can only work by 
compromise. The esserltial thing is that while the will of the majority 
shall prevail, it must do so with due regard and respect for minority 
opinion. The majority must not ride roughshod in totalitarian fashion 
over the minority; it must convince and on some matters conciliate 
minority opinion. That'is how the democratic system works, and it 
cannot work and endure in any other manner. 

Therefore I hope that no section of monetary reformers will refuse 
to co-operate in securing our first objectives, and decline, like the 

I clan at Culloden, to  join in the attack because they have been 
refused the foremost place. 

I would here suggest a p.ractica1 instance where I believe qompro- 
mise at  the present time is necessary, and that is over the Keynes 

I would regard the adoption of the American plan as a disaster 
for us, for America, and for the world. 

It re-establishes the gold standard, but in a stronger position than 
of old. Under the former system a nation such as ours had the right 
to  devalue its curreiicy or to abandon the gold standard at any moment. 
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Under"these groposals.every nation would be deprived of this right; 
they. could only abandon gold after giving tuio years' notice. 

One of the worst economic evils before this wdr was the refusal  
of creditor nations to takcgoods in payment of'debts and their insist-. 
ence on accumulating gold. The Morgenthau plan allows, even en- 
courages, this practice to continue. ' The Keynes plan effectually 

~ I need not go into the many' other objections to the Morgenthau 
plan, though I would remark that it gives complete economic control 

. of and, indeed, domination over every country to a dozen irresponsible 
international financiers in New York, with' power of veto en all 
important issues to . .  the American reprefentatives. 

NoW.1 would ilance at  the.Keynes plan. 1; has many attractive 
features. For instance, it recognises that tIie blame for economic 
disequilibrium rests equally upon the creditor (or excessive exporter) 
as on the' debtor (or excessive importer) nation. Therefore, 'while 

. 
. , 

. .  . . .  

the debtor nation is charged intere'st on his excess debits, the creditor 
nation is .charged interest on his excess credits-a very valuable pro- 
posal with fapreaching implications and possibilities: . . .  

" But," the Tigid orthodox monetary reformer may object, " you 
cannot in any way tolerate the Keynes plan because it finds a place 
and a &rket for gold." 

.Now first let us clearly recognise this: that the Keynes plan 
could be carried out without in any way using or linding a place . 
for  'gold. .Gold is not in the least essential to the scheme, but it is 
an essential part of the Morgenthau plan, 

Lord Keynes finds a place and a market for gold, but he does not 
allow it to exercise any power;much less any domination. 

Now.1 want to say this, that  I wish to see gold utterly divorced 
fr0.m all connection with money. But as a practical politician . I  
recognise ' t ha t  certain .nations ,have at  the present time a vested 
interest in gold and in  maintaining the price of gold. 

First of course the United States, with its vast hoard buried in the 
vaults at  Fort Knox, that. consists of an ovkrvalued'metal imported 
.in 'exchange for real .American wealth exported .to other countries. 
Divorce gold from money a.nd the.price of gold in ' the world's market 
might fall to one-fifth of its present price. 
. The.reaction to bhis in America would be immense and the results 

probably disastrous, including possibly the withdrawal of. America 
from post-war collaboration in reconstruction. T,he Union of South 
Africa has also a vested interest in gold.. If the price fell heavily.,its 
whole economic structure would collapse. 
. Then Russia and Canada are  gre$ gold producers. and each has a 

strong interest in maintaining Dhe price and ouiput.of gold. 
Now I say frankly that when I contemplate the immense difficult 

and tragic problems which will confront the world after this War, 
and f o r  years to come, the only hope I see of salvaging European 
civilisation, and restoring health of mind and body to  its stricken,. 

' 

. 
. .  

. .  

, 
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oppressed, half-star.;ed'peopleS. is by the close cordial cqlla@ration,of 
the-victorious al1ie.d nations. 

We want this helpful collaboration from every one -of the'allies 
if possible, and therefore if America, Canada, Russia, and South 
.Africa refuse to consent to any plan which utterly divorces gold from . - ,' 
money and which destroys the market f o r  gold, I am prepared'to. 
find a place and market for gold providing it is a minor place, without 
.influence on our infernal monetary policy, on the. expansion and con. 
tra,ction of our purthasing power, and without any .real influence or 
power' in international trade. These things I believe the Keynes 
plan very cleverly achieves,. and therefore I am prepared to accept 
his proposals regarding the sse  of' gold. 

'I have appealed, t o  all monetary reformers to unite and con- . centrate on achieving our next imrqediate objectives. What are those 
objectives ? 

First the conversion of the' Bank.of England. into a nationally 
owned public utility company with a governor Bnd deputy,governor 
holding their appointments on the same terms as His Majesty's Judges. 

Secondly, to secure to this Natibnal State Bank control over the 
expansion and contraction of currency and credit'and a monopoly of 
the creation of all money and credit above approximately the present 
level. e .  

If we can only secure these'objectives then., indeed, from this base 
captured from the financial monopoly we can move forward.with 
confidence to achieve'our objectives in Education, in Town Planning, 
in Housing, in National Health and Agriculture, and in Social Services 
so.as to build up after the war a Britain more worthy of the splendid 
human material revealed by the war, not only by the gallant care-free 
bravery of our airmen and seamen and- soldiers but also by the 
courage under.  defeat and disaster and steadfast endurance under , 

heavy air attack revealed by.all our people. They are.deserving .of a 
better Britain.. Let us strive to give them the World They Want. 

. 

. 

. . .  

. .  
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~ COMMON SENSE IN THE. BALANCE 

. .  . . . Address by ANTONY VICKERS' 
The World We Want after victory has been gained-is, I believe; 

' a subject which occupies people's,thoughts almost more than any 
other. To the majority the four main essentials are freedom 'from, 
want and fear and freedom of speech and religion: In other words. 
a world guided by the principles'of Christianity.and Common Sense.. - , 

Speaking as an engineer concerned with production,'I am quite 
sure that such a world is perfectly possible provided we mend our 
ways before i t  is too late and we understand more clearly the two 
main material factors in modern civilisation. ' These aR:- : 

The influence, of sachinery afid science 'on our everyday lives, 

The true function of money and how it iscreated. 
From 'conver<ationi I have had with .all sorts' of people I have 

. . come'to the'sonclusion that the everyday things of life are so taken 
COT granted Chat we, fail to see them in their true proportion. Those 
that concern themselves. with machinery, .science, and production 
know little about money m,atters and'those that administer and control 
money'usually are not mechanically minded. Hence .there is a kind 
of no-man's. land between the two which is responsible for endless 

f o  visualise clearly the madness that existed between the iast 
'war and this, 'and to avoid such mistakes when peace comes again, it 
is necessary to look back to the days before the industrial revolution, 
to, say, 1701, when England had a population of 5b million and a. 
national income of .S43 million. Power, before the advent of 
machinery, was -mainly a matter of windmills, waterwheels, horses, 
and sails. If in those days someone had said that a machine could be 
produced which would do  the work of 24,000 men he would have been 
burnt at the stake. Suchmachines are now realities, but we have' 

' failed to realise it, and until we.face facts we shall not have the World 
We Want. , *  

However, before drawing certain comparisons I would like to 

than they were, at the Geginning of the war, that is for those' things 
The reason is, that on tlie one 

hand there are less goods and services to'buy, because so many peopl: 
are in the Forces or are engaged on war pr'bd+tion. On the other 
hand, there .is more employment and, despite heavy taxation and . 
savings campaigns, there is .more money in circulation than: ever 
before. In-other words, there is more money 'than there are goods 
available. 

Likewise, when trade is bad in times of. peace, it is generally 
agreed that prices tend to fall. Farmers burn wheat; herrings are 
thrown back into the,sea, and production is restricted; not because 

. . 

I 
and 

. . . 
. .  

misunderstanding :. .. . .  
., 

,, 

' 

.. 

. establish one or two points'which affect us all. ' 

, which are not controlled in-price. 

. 'Everyone agrees that in . th i s  countryeprices are  higher. today  
' 

' 

' , 
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peodle have sufficient but because market prices fail to cover the cost. 
Money has  become scarce' whilst there are more goods and. services 
than markets will absorb a t  profitable prices. 

Thus, the relationship between the amount of goods and services 
and the amount.of-money in circulation can be shown by a pair of 
scales. Furthermore,'the indicator becomes the Cost of Living Index, 
because it.shows the rise and fall .of the Purchasing power of money in 
terms of the goods and services.which come into the everyday cost 
of life.' ' . .  
. ' Here is,; straightforward and very simple .device which.records 
.quite accurately the changes. that take place in production and 
finance., 

Let us then consider .the basic factors affecting ea-ch side of the 
, a scales. 

Taking production Kist, the three fundamentals which ,determine 
the amount that can be produced are:- . , 

~ 

' . 
'. 

. .  . 
. .  

. .  

. .  
Manpower. . . .  . .  

. . .  Machinery. . ' . .  
Materials. ' . ' 

We all know that for a year or two after the war there will be 
.shortages of one thing and another; but when peace-time production is 
once'more restored there is'likely to ,be in  this country a .greater 

There will be more trained manpower because practically every- 
one during the war.has received traihing of one kind or another, or 

As regards raw. materials. the amount of,coal. iron, clay, and other 
.basic materials under bhe ground will be just about'  the. same, 
whereas wheat, timber, fish, vegetables, etc., are self reproducing. 

- With the replacement of shipping, other-things will become available. 

a g o d  deal more  in this country than at  the beginning o f  th6. war, 
and only a comparatively small proportion will be useless when 
peace comes. .Thus. i f  tmhe war ended to-morrow the capacity of this 
country,.to produce would be considerably greater than .in 1939. 

At bhis point let.us consider some of the factors in'the prod,uction 
of a few of the everyday things,we are so accustomed to use, taking 
as our datum line the days before machinery, when everyth,ing had 
to  be done by ,hand. 

Electricity, for example. is used in khe-productibn of most things, 
whether it be for driving machinery, ,heating, processing, :lighting, o f ,  
even for communications. Thus the grid which collects and distributes 
a good deal of our electrical power does the work of.600 million men. 

Practicall; everything has to .be  ;ransported a t  on& time or 
another, but do we ever stop to think that if there were no locomotives 
in this country $00 million men would be required'to move t:he same 

. . Then, again, there are, lots of ingenious machines for producing 
-!I--. 

,. capacity to-produce khan ever before. .'. 
* 

.. 
I" . have increased their exisfing expesience: . ' ' . .  

. 
' 

In' the case of machinery and plant equipment, we a1,ready have . '  

. .  

' ' 

. I  
amount of ton miles? . .  

. .  
. .  

c 

_, 
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such things as cigarette$, knitting rayon stockings, and printing news- 
papers, which multiply ,human effort as much as 30,000 times. In fact, 
there is nothing contradictory in paying high wages and yet producing ' . 
cheap goods, provided ,really modern methods are  used. 

Turning. now to the money .side of the scales, there is no.need to 
be conversant'with the so-called.mysteries of ,high finance to under- 
stand the main fundamentals of money. :We do not have to,be wire- 
less experts to tune'into any particular station on a radio-a child of 
six can do this; but it is essential to be clear on the two main functions 

.of money, namely, that it is a convenient medium,of exchange and 

' 'Most people realise the former but are  apt to forget the latter. 
The strange thing 'here is. that whereas every other unit of measure, 
such as the ton, the yard, the gaklon. etc., always measures the same 
amcuunt, Mie pound, in"terms of goods and servicb, is quite variable. 
When prices are hi_sh, it buys less and.when ,prices 'are low it buys 
more. You can see this 6n the scales quite .clearly. Unfortunately, 
when prices are low producers receive so little for their products that 
they are  forced into ,working short time, reducing wages;or putting 
men out of work-not to mention cutting'dividends. 

I t  is logical, therefore, that for money to fulfil this second function 
the Cost of Living Index' must remain stable, which means.that the 
pound must always pu'rchasethe same amount of satisfaction in terms 
of gwds and  services. . . 

Many. people still. think of money as coins or 'notes, though in 
these days only, a very small proportion is in cash and over 90 per 
cent. is cheque 'or book-entry 'money, known as credit. What is so 
strange is that comparatively few people.seem t o  know how credit , 
originates or take the trouble to.find out. IF,.however, you look up 
" Encyclopaedia Britannica,". vol. 15, under '' Money," it says:- 

"Banks lend by creating credit; they create .the means of pay- 
ment. out of nothing." 
There *re many obher authoritative statements to the same effect 

-that the creation' of credit or money is merely a matter of book-- .- 
keeping . 

The 
abi1it.y to produce is tremendous, likewise the desire to mnsume is 
tremendous, because no one would deny that education, the cinema, 
the Press, and the attractive shops of our cities and towns have created 
a hLge potential demand. ~ 

.' .. country but elsewhere, was not the  willingness to work but the 
sufficient quantity of money tokens to buy what could be p.roduced. 

The. reason why it could happen in England that an out-of-work. 
miner in Durham could'not buy adequate clothes for his family, 
whilst an unemployed clothing worker in .Leeds 'could not buy suffi- 
cient coal for his hqme in winter, was simply and solely because 
neither had sutlicient, money, yet both were willing to work. 

For. this almost incredible state of affairs you and I are to blame, 

' 

also a measure, of value. .- 

. '  

. 
. ' 

. 
a 

. 

. .  
. .  

,, 
' Turning once again to the scales, ,we have this situatidri. 

- .The. thing .that was lacking prior to' the war,. not only in -this 

_ _  
' 
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and the'.sooner we realise it the better. Obviously Parliament is the 
constitutional means of putting this 'right, .and, regardless of what 
our political views may be, it is.the first and most important duty of 
the electorate to insist that.Uhis be done. In the words of Mr. 
Mackenzie King, Prime Minister of Canada:- 

"Until the control and issue nf money and credit is restored 
to the Government akd recognised as its most conspicuous and 
sacred responsibility, all talk of .the Sovereignty of Parliament 

. and Democracy is idle and futile." 
This would not mean nationalisation of the Joint Stock Banks, 

which render a very useffil service to the community and for which 
they should receive .a reasonable profit. It would mean that instead 

" of the amount of money in existence varying only with the action of 
the banks sufficient new money would be spent or worked into exisl- 
ence to permit the. people of this country to purchase the full output' 
of their capacity, imluding the amount required to pay for. our neces- 

Imports in, 1938 amounted to'about E800 million, and with our 
present production running at  about E8,000-million. a year about 
10 per cent, to 15 per.cent. of our wealth would have to be exported 

UnIess this new money is brought into. existence .and without 
, creating a capital debt prices are bound to fali, because of the ever- 

increasing power:of production due to machinery and science. There 
are, however, many ways by which this new money,. which is esti- 
mated at  about E250 million a year, can be brought into existenc,e 
to the benefit of all and the prejudice of none.. 

In f a d ,  is bhere any real reason why Britain should not set the 
example to the whole world hy modernising her money system fo give 
full scope to her powers of production? If Rritain would do *his her 
people would have the best homes. health. agriculture, clothes, educa- 
tion. social security, entertainment, and the most leisure to 'develop 
their individuality. .The equipment.of our Navy, Army, and Air Force 
could be the best possible and the personnel remunerated accordingly. 

Surely other countries would say to themselves, what is the great 
secret of Britain'smccess ? W.hat has-made her so splendid ? She no 
longer seeks to export more than she imports, but maintains a steady 
balance. She has no unemployed. and her factories, which are the 
most up.to date in the world, are never idle. Her people have plenty 
of leisure t o  pursue their particular hobbies and sports; they are 
happy and contented and the country is united in goodwill as never 
before. \ 

Every country is different by virtue of its atmospheric conditions 
and its geographical situation which affects t he  character of its people, 
To get the representatives of fifty.different nations round the confer- 
ence table and to reach international agreements that mean. any- 
thing worthwhile is, I suggest, terribly difficult. Still more difficult . . 
is it for those representatives to retu,rn to their respective countries 
and obtain the whhlehearted agreement of their peoples because. of 

' 

sary imports by exports. . I . .  . 

, . 
to pay for our imports. . .  

* 
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these different conditions. Agreement can be reached temporarily 
by force, but is that what we are  seeking ? 

On the other hand, we in Britain ,have all the means available to 
set such an example to the.world that .the other nations will follow 
suit according to their own particular conditions, and in doing so I 
suggest we shall by the Grace of God have gained the World We Want. 

At the conclusion of the conference the following resolutlion, 
proposed by Lord Sempill, was carried with one dissenting vote:- 

“‘This conference, recognising that the progress of Education. 
the development ‘of Town Planning, the interests of Agriculture and 
National Health and the provision of adequate Social Security have 
all been hindered, thwarted, and constricted during recent years . 
through their subordination to a .defective financial machinery, calls 
upon His Majesty’s Government to establish a monetary system which 
will allow continuous use ,of full national productive power in peace 
as in war; the ,equation o f ’  consumptive power with productive . 
capacity: and the restoration to the State of the creation, expansion, 
and contraction of all types of money, thereby enabling the establish- 
ment in this country of a truly Christian Social Order.” 

. $,I . 

1 

’ 

. . .  
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Knight-Bruce. Dr. Albert Mansbridge, Ch.. LL.D., and H. C. A. 
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